
THE MUSHROOM ON HUMUS: REPLY TO ALEX JANDA 
 
 
In his recent text published on the site The philosophical salon1, Alex Janda makes a criticism 
of current health policy to which I would like to respond. It is indeed justified to criticize the 
biopolitical inflation and the falsely solidarist discourse that enjoins everyone to get vaccinated 
'for the wellbeing of the neighbour', almost in a missionary vein and independently of a certain 
number of factors that contradict this discourse, if only the blatant absence of 'solidarity' with 
the countries of the South in the global distribution of vaccines or the insufficiency of an 
increasingly authoritarian political intervention to curb the pandemic so far, with all the 
complexity of viral mutations combined with too partial and chaotic health policies. But the 
invocation of this ideological drift would require an explanation of the function of ideology 
within the capitalist social formation and in the existing conditions, which this text does not 
do; this omission leads the analysis to drift dangerously close to those who simply deny the 
existence of the pandemic (Alex Janda speaks, for example, of an 'alleged pandemic', or evokes 
the pandemic with quotation marks: so it seems that, for the author, the pandemic is something 
that does not exist). The outrageous polarization that is currently taking place between the 
pandemic denial of a small fringe of the population, on the one hand, and the large-scale 
imposition of a vaccine policy presented as a panacea, on the other, requires a theoretical 
explanation: this splitting is based on the reciprocal reinforcement of the ideological 
background common to the two poles of the modern crisis subjectivity. In this respect, it is like 
the debates on global warming, polarized for decades between the denial of anthropogenic 
warming by some, and the massive deployment of false solutions labeled 'green' to save the 
capitalist system by others. 
 
Alex Janda highlights the exaggeration of certain pandemic prognoses in a way that ignores 
the current figures available: the WHO counts 5 million deaths to date and the analysis of 
excess mortality at the global level plausibly suggests a figure two to three times higher2. We 
all still have in mind the images of mass graves in New York or open-air mass graves in India; 
we have heard many times about the overflow of some hospitals and the distress of the 
caregivers, and this in the Western countries, not to mention the countries where the 
infrastructures are so deficient that it is a real hecatomb that has occurred: as misleading and 
as emotionally unreflective as images and words are, either these images and words have 
documented an actual reality —let's say a part of this reality— or we assume that these data 
are false or exaggerated, and we are therefore in a conspiracy theory, which involves 
journalists, scientists and various witnesses. This may not be Alex Janda's point, but the fact 
that she leaves a lot of omissions on this point can only open the door to this conspiracy 
induction. We must add to this that the massive vaccination of the population, if it did not stop 
the pandemic and if it does not prevent the decline in the effectiveness of the vaccine, 
nevertheless it did decrease the number of critical care admissions and the number of deaths in 
the fall of 20213, what indicates a relative effectiveness, but not zero — let us repeat, under the 
given social and global conditions, which must be the real object of examination when one 
intends to criticize health policies. Aligning without further comment the old disproven 
prognoses of a Neil Ferguson on pandemics that have not occurred and the current reality, in 

 
1 https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/when-a-virus-mutates-with-ideology-fear-mongering-for-the-wellbeing-of-

the-neighbour/  
2 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-11-01/five-million-covid19-deaths-but-real-toll-hidden/100568156  
3 https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2021/12/10/covid-19-la-cinquieme-vague-est-elle-vraiment-

differente-des-precedentes_6105474_4355770.html ; https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/daten-des-rki-
intensivstationen-voll-wie-nie-geimpft-ungeimpft-wie-alt-alle-zahlen_id_24502435.html  



one and the same critic, is nothing else than a denial of the pandemic. This denial is not 
necessary to criticize health policy and it plays into the hand, on the contrary, of all current 
populisms. 
 
Germany's November 2020 law on financial compensation to hospitals for their shortfall in 
revenue due to postponed operations —financial compensation eligible based on ICU bed 
occupancy due to Covid, and a few other parameters— is certainly a neoliberal insanity, but 
Janda seems to forget that hospital funding does not fall from the sky. The resignations of the 
hard-pressed staff that are at the root of the ICU bed occupancy deficit are a reminder, certainly, 
of the lack of recognition suffered by the nursing staff, but they are also a reminder that the 
pandemic is costing the state, and therefore public hospitals, money: this should at least 
reassure us on one point, namely that the measures taken are not aimed at an immediate 'profit' 
that would be taken by public organizations on the health of citizens, but that the 'savings made 
on the health of citizens' that have been rightly denounced for a long time have above all 
structural causes. It is therefore not accurate to speak as Janda does of 'news areas of profit 
making' in relation to health policies. This general evolution, much more than the supposed 
malice of the guardians of the neoliberal temple, should make us wonder about the general 
situation of capitalism during the last decades and about the general solvency of the States, 
when we know that even the United States is on the verge of state bankruptcy. 
 
Alex Janda presents the 'politics of fear' as a kind of morbid scenario maintained by rulers 
seeking to maintain their power within a perverted system. As she rightly notes: 'We will need 
more than Fairtrade chocolate and plastic masks to stand in for systemic change.' The 
reinforcement of 'individual responsibility by means of govern-mental Superego injunctions' is 
analyzed by her as a form of enjoyment implied by the 'governmental Big Other', which is 
represented, for example, by the words of a recognized virologist. It seems to us that this 
analysis has its relevance at the phenomenological level of the ever more obvious deepening 
of the structural contradiction of capitalism, between the necessary statistical treatment of 
events taken in large ensembles on the one hand, and the ever-finer atomization of the 
individual forced to bend to the rise of planetary risks on the other. This structural contradiction 
is within the scope of instrumental reason. The individual and the collective entities are thus 
condemned to pass on the ball of a responsibility that it is however impossible for them to take 
on separately, this on both sides of an ever-widening objective gap. This gap is growing on the 
very basis of the 'negative unity' (Robert Kurz) of the contradiction at work in the capitalist 
mode of production, which knows only quantities and items, masses and individuals, statistics 
and anomalies — but never one without the other. It is therefore the very nature of this gap that 
we must analyze in its modern character, avoiding the trap of occupying one of the poles of the 
contradiction, which will only send us back tirelessly to the opposite pole. Psychoanalysis in 
particular is conceptually armed to analyze this trap, where it knows to avoid psychology. Thus, 
individuals scandalized by the political treatment of the health crisis think they can escape by 
invoking the primacy of politics and the morality of its representatives, who are adorned, in 
mirror image, with all the powers of which they themselves are dispossessed. It is not to forget 
that the political sphere and its representatives are stuck in the same contradiction as the 
individual, who, by this invocation of a 'paternal guarantee' which is lacking, refuses to see the 
place from which it speaks, as an individual, in the very heart of this real contradiction. Finally, 
the invocation of good old-fashioned values, such as individual rights and our 'radical freedom', 
wants nothing to do with its liberal origin. After all, this is also the 'freedom' advocated by 
leaders such as Donald Trump or Jair Bolsonaro since the beginning of the pandemic, which 
has only made the situation even more dramatic in their respective countries. To put it another 
way: individual protest is a part of the capitalist machine, but moreover an impotent part, 



superfluous and interchangeable with any other individual protest. Therefore, the forms of 
identities and identity politics can today only sink ever deeper into a sterile and desperate 
position whose clinical manifestations can also be seen. In Covid's crisis, one cannot abstractly 
mobilize 'individual freedom' in the face of what some call 'health dictatorship' or the 
dictatorship of numbers without asking what precisely the two have in common in the modern 
social formation, as the other side of the same coin. This is the impasse into which the capitalist 
civilization is sinking ever deeper. It is only at this point that the subjectivation to which the 
analysis of the unconscious can transcend the pitfall of simple individualism in which the 
market proposes to take refuge. For to subjectivate is not to individualize. 
 
The analysis of the sanitary crisis, of its inconsistencies and contradictions, of the political 
collapse and the economic abyss in which it is dragging the planet, do not seem to us to have 
to be related to the sole explanation by ideology. Ideology plays here above all the role of 
'companion' at the bedside of a logic out of control, of which the virus is only a kind of 
magnifying glass. It goes without saying that policymakers are the ideologues of their own 
office; how could it be otherwise? Saying this does not mean endorsing this policy. What needs 
to be explained are the real conditions that constitute the humus on which such ideologies grow, 
like a mushroom. To analyze this logic, it is necessary to place it in the history of capitalism 
and its objective constraint of valorization, which has seen an ever more acephalous machine 
emerge from the rubble of the old world and drag, like a magic procession, the whole planet in 
its wake — in the manner of Breughel's blind men, which Lacan has evocated. Any analysis 
that confines itself to denouncing ideology without placing it in the context of the objective 
constraint that it ought to legitimize, ends up attributing to such and such actors intentions 
(throughout the text, Janda keeps talking about 'intentions', 'manipulation', 'maneuvering' and 
'instrumentalization'), and finally, the general responsibility for the failure of the whole system. 
The 'politics' is then imputed, to say it with Janda, to 'secretly instrumentalize the ego’s 
enjoyment of guilt and blame. Precisely such an ideological maneuver is needed to install 
obligatory vaccination through the backdoor': at this point, it is as if it were demonstrated that 
'politics' has secret plans, for which it manipulates the whole society through 'politics of fear'. 
But precisely, the cause of this 'maneuver' is not explained and the demonstration is 
tautological, because it has not yet been said what interest the governments have in vaccinating 
the whole population; we are therefore on the verge of all the conspiracy theories that 
necessarily need to assume interests and occult motivations at the origin of the great planetary 
fiasco. But if these interests exist, they do not have the powers that we attribute to them and 
they are nothing without the generalized consent —conscious or not— to maintain this 
production machine, which is a death machine. Explanation by ideology serves here both as an 
all-purpose explanation and as the ad hoc result of a presupposed political will at the origin of 
the disaster, where it would be more appropriate to speak of the 'domination without subject' 
(Robert Kurz) of the universal constraint of valorization, to which everyone is subject.   
 
It is interesting to ask ourselves in which ideology this analysis gets itself stuck, since it 
supposes wills capable of imposing their law (whereas everything obviously escapes them, we 
have the proof of it every day in front of our eyes) and occult motivations, from which this 
argumentation excepts itself. For when will we finally stop wanting, all of us, that this 
production machine continues its fatal course, and when will we assume the social 
consequences that its interruption would mean? This much more urgent question can no longer 
be put on the shoulders of the elites who support the project, but rather, it comes back to us, 
collectively and individually. During the deepening of capitalist expansion, all individuals and 



classes have become it 'functions bearers'4 (Karl Marx) by choice or by force, which also 
implies, for each one, to question his own position within the system. This question is much 
more complex to resolve than that of finding culprits ('individual responsibility' versus the 
perverse 'politics of fear'), since it is no longer enough to criticize such and such a policy or 
such and such an ideology, nor to eject such and such a representative to get out of it. 
 
The government is, within capitalism, only a functional sphere of economic logic, sometimes 
in the background, sometimes more interventionist. Our task is to bring to light all the 
categorical articulations rather than to harbor infantile expectations toward it. It is at this point 
that the affinity with the analytic cure is best felt, because in psychoanalysis one never 
approaches the symptom with the help of the 'govern-mental' as Janda nicely writes, that is to 
say from the mentalization implied by a critique of ideology that would be decoupled from the 
examination of the objective conditions of the overall reproduction of the system and of the 
place one occupies in it with one's own body — that is to say, one's own body of enjoyment. 
Any invocation of politics, whether by exhortation or incrimination, will never do anything 
better here than to bring an additional rationalization on the front of the imperative of 
valorization. This one requires every day its batch of sacrifices and must be considered at the 
same conceptual level as the notion of drive in psychoanalysis, namely this concept-limit that 
Freud also calls 'our mythology' and which tries to account for the contingent arrangements of 
the body crossed by the language. The Lebanese and the Turks, among others, are currently 
discovering the very concrete collapse of all these strange fake guarantees that we all 
spontaneously place in monetary reality and which, strangely enough, are never questioned in 
the 'critique of ideology'. This imperative of valorization crystallized in the discourse of its 
ideologues is also what makes us, every day, and in a very concrete way, get up to go earn 
money while fearing the great emptiness that the interruption of this process would represent 
and that the first lockdown made us briefly glimpse, when the production chains were, for the 
first time in history, interrupted on a large scale.  
 
The health policy is criticized by Janda and others as if it were a self-consistent ideology, a 
madness with no other basis than that of governing us by dictatorship, whereas this policy only 
guarantees the continued functioning of capitalism under the given objective conditions. 
Governments thus strive to maintain this mode of production in the worst possible way — but 
in the way for which they are mandated by the modern political system and by all of us, who 
elect its representatives and finance its institutions with our taxes. If we are serious about 
criticizing the large-scale deployment of this and other health policies (the way being now open 
and the global risks multiplying), let's stop blaming a few perverse oligarchs and instead stick 
our noses in our own poop by conceiving the possibility of a social life free of the commodity, 
namely with all the consequences that would be involved. 
 
 

Sandrine Aumercier 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4 Karl Marx, Das Kapital, 1. Bd., MEW 23, p. 512: 'das Teilindividuum, den bloßen Träger einer 

gesellschaftlichen Detailfunktion'.    



       
 
 


